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Would you like to pay off your home sooner, and spend life doing what you love instead of chained

to a mortgage?Is your credit score preventing you from buying a house?If you want to put your

mortgage behind you and start living the life you've always wanted, then let this informative, funny,

and easy to read book by #1 bestselling author Heidi Farrelly, show you how. Learn to:Save a

deposit even when you're in debt or on a low income.Write an awesome budget and learn how to

make and save more money.Own your own home in under 10 years- without working more.Build a

passive income and have more free money than ever before.Nail your retirement planning and

create a life you love for yourself.If you follow even some of the solutions in this book, you will be

free of your mortgage years ahead of your peers. Why start tomorrow what you can do today? The

longer you wait, the harder it becomes to get ahead.If you want to put your mortgage behind you

and start living the life youâ€™ve always wanted, then Scroll to the top and click â€˜BUY NOWâ€™,

and take back your future.Because being debt free is the ultimate gift you can give to yourself, and

your family.
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Home Repair

I really enjoyed reading Heidi's book. I know a little bit about the way that compounding and interest

works in regards to payments, and I'm glad that the author uses her extensive knowledge to show

people the true power of paying more than your minimum balance on your debt. She starts the book

by showing you ways to save and earn more money. No, really, she gives you A LOT of different

ways to make some extra change and "trim the excess fat," on your spending. I like the way she

writes. It's fun, easy to read, and entertaining like the title of her book. Usually books on these types

of topics are super boring and sound monotonous, but she finds a way to give tangible, practical

advice in a way that DOESN'T make you want to fall asleep.I've considered not ever buying a

house because of the weight a mortgage puts on you, but after reading mortgage free I might have

changed my mind.

Full of great information, but still easy to read, I found this book very valuable.The author presents

the info in a way that made sense to me in a way that most other books on this subject have not

before. You can tell that the author really has put a lot of time and effort into it, and knows her stuff.I

loved that she included so many specific tips on each subject and not just gloss over things in a

very general way like some other books I have read on this subject doOverall I highly recommend it

Iâ€™m usually not one to read books on finance, but this book is truly exceptional.Farrelly take the

subject of becoming mortgage debt free to a new level, making the complexities of it easy to

understand.With examples and plans she lays out the way for you to do it in easy steps.This would

have come in handy when I bought my house!I highly recommend this book if you have dreams of

leaving your mortgage frustration sand begin living a life without the worry of mortgage debt hanging

over you.

This is a marvelous book. It is well researched, full of ideas and lays out exactly why it's so

important to pay off your Mortgage as soon as you can.It starts by explaining the differences that

repayments can make over the life cycle of your mortgage. It's an eye opener to see what you can

actually save by pushing yourself to make those extra payments. This is not a pipe dream, the

author does explain at the begin that this is hard work, but by following the advice given here, it is

achievable in 10 years. The author seems to have done it.There is advice on savings and extra



earnings, with key points at the end of the chapter to highlight the points the author makes. It covers

banker terminology and explains the different loan type. What I found particularly helpful were the

graphics underlining exactly the differences that savings and extra repayments can make.And lots

of advice on Location , the number one factor in your investment. The book has advice for all ages

but I would personally suggest, if you've a young one just starting out in life, give them this book.

The quicker they get out of debt and get those loans paid off, the happier life is likely to be for them.

Highly recommended.

Sustainable budgeting - save first, spend the rest. Sage advice and centuries old, but a lesson each

generation must learn. With so many struggling under the burden of huge outlays and mortgage

overheads, Heidi shows how to easily keep track of what you're spending - she even has a free

download to help. She helps readers identify the "fat" in their budgets and specific how-to's to cut it

out.She shares many tips on how to trim any budget from using a slow cooker instead of eating out

to buying in bulk - she has pages and pages of practical down-to-brass-tacks examples and ideas.

There are also clever ideas on how to increase income from renting out space, converting a garage

to a small "granny" apartment, dog walking/sitting, putting ads on the car, to Airbnb techniques.With

money issues being a major cause of disharmony in families, all couples should prioritize their grasp

of how to lessen financial burdens. This is a great reality check with a how-to guide to show the

way. She even shows the reader how to go about finding a good bank with great fees. A must-read

for those looking at buying a house or those who are already making mortgage payments.

This book is all about values. Making smart choices. Freeing yourself up to do what you really want

in life, with who you really want to do it with. This is an inspiring read by a savvy woman who walks

the talk. I wish I was mortgage free. Thanks to this book, I now know how.

Punchy and informative Heidi Farrelly packs a heap of specific details and clever information into

this book and makes the whole thing palatable and fun. Following the tips in Mortgage free turns

budgeting into a breeze and shows us that there is a light at the end of the mortgage tunnel and with

some clever planning you may find it is much closer than you think...

I loved this book. It reminds me very much of Dave Ramsey's "Total Money Makeover" in the sense

that the earlier principles are all about cutting back, saving, and killing debt. So I'm really glad I read

this book and have more ideas about how to change/alleviate my financial situation.The meat of the



book, of course deals with buying a home and of course paying down the mortgage. As an

apartment-renter myself, I found all the information quite helpful. The book starts from step one,

including how to even find the right bank to approach, so I feel like I'll be ready when the time

comes (personally, I still have to make a decision on which country to live in! But anyways...).So

again, great book, and I can't wait for the day when I'll be able to use ALL the great information in

the book.
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